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Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) is a process of transferring electrical energy 
without using any physical wire or cable. There are two popular methods 
in WPT system which are Capacitive Power Transfer (CPT) and Inductive 
Power Transfer (IPT). The main problem in the WPT is to produce high power 
in a long distance. There are studies that achieved power tansmission of more 
than 2 meters and power transfer of high voltage more than lkV however 
it is limited to creation of inverter and converter, translation of project 
into simulation without a clear physical project and not abiding to allowed 
frequency. This is proven by observation that there is lack of technique being 
explained in innovation and limited technical information given. Hence the 
development of wireless power transfer is slow and its market potential is 
still unclear. In order for the wireless power transfer to be beneficial for the 
lifestyle of community, it should be produced according to specification and 
its ability to function should be put as priority. Therefore, the objective in this 
research is to develope a new topology known as superimposed technique 
in order to overcome the existing problem. Many researchers had designed 
an inverter with high power and high efficiency but in their research, it was 
found that the short distance has been used although the power produced is 
high. The energy transfer happens when the transmitter resonance with the 
receiver, hence the main element in WPT is a transmitter system. Higher 
voltage suppression by transmitter produce higher power and distance of 
transmission. Wireless Power Transfer is designed with capability to transfer 
231 Watt electrical energy for each transmitter wirelessly. A huge number of 
experiments are required to be completed, hence statistical analysis is needed 
to reduce it. Taguchi method has been used in this experiment to reduce number 
of experiments, cost and time. Taguchi method has reduced 98% number of 
experiments and improved 10% output power. Based on WPT principle, 

one of the important parameter is a coil. Size of coil had been explored by 
increasing the diameter size. 16cm and 160cm diamater size of coil had been 
explored using algorithm approach by Taguchi method. Result shows that 
by increasing the diameter size the distance had been improved by 500%. 
During transmission of electricity, a few factors need to be considered such 
as barrier and environment. In order to identify the performance of WPT, 
the system had been embedded in soil as a comparison with open area. 
The performance of transferring electrical energy by embedment in soil is 
explored with the distance losses in range 1 % to 3%, losses for current in range 
1.5% to 15% and voltage drop in range 3% to 10%. The losses is depending 
on the distance between transmitter and receiver. WPT system had been 
developed to support electrical energy from solar PV. Eventhough there are 
many software to identify the sun radiation but in real implementation, the 
manual inspection is needed. Based on HOMER analysis, annual average 
energy for sun radiation for daily data is 5.16kW/m2. Manual inspection 
covered three areas in north Peninsular Malaysia. Based on development 
for single coil, the power system was developed to transfer 4000Wp energy 
from solar pv. The name of the device given is 'The Chargiszi" where the 
purpose of the design is to supply electrical energy for mobile phone and 
laptop wirelessly. The minimum distance for power transfer is 130cm with 
efficiency of 18.42% with 42.55W (between transmitter and receiver) for ac 
voltage and 200cm for 5V application (14.7W). Receiver is one of the part to 
be used in order to avoid disconnected energy while transferring as an online 
power transfer. Hybrid system had been developed between online power 
transfer and energy storage to avoid disturbance. Design of power system 
based on requirement from user and enviroment must be considered before 
implementation of WPT technology. 
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White matter hyperintensities (WMH) are associated with cognitive 
impairment, risk of stroke and risk of dementia and a common finding in 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) images. Early detection of WMH is 
important for clinical analysis on effective prevention planning by medical 
authorities. WMH delineation on MRI images manually identified by 
experienced radiologists commonly uses visual score. However, the manual 
method is time-consuming, tedious, labour-intensive and inter-variability. 
Recently, research on fully automated WMH identification that aims to 
overcome the problems of manual delineation has attracted a lot of attention. 
This research proposes a method for automatic detection of WMH in white 
matter (WM) tissue for MRI images. A multimodal image processing 
which combines segmentation and enhancement procedure is proposed to 
process different MRI image weighted which are T2-weighted imaging 
(T2-WI) and fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR). Generally, the 
proposed automated identification system is divided into three stages namely 
first, second and third stages respectively. The first stage is preprocessing 
procedure that combines the thresholding and filtering algorithm for pre 
processing the MRI images while the second stage contains two phases of 
main processing techniques of enhancement and segmentation. This research 
proposes a new enhancement technique based on the Adaptive Histogram 
Equalization (AHE) method. Meanwhile, the segmentation phase utilizes the 

two-tier segmentation to segregate brain tissues into WM, GM, CSF and 
WMH. A new method to initialize the clustering centers was also proposed 
to improve the results of segmentation. The last stage is post processing 
where the integration process for mapping the potential WMH obtainable 
from the segmentation and enhancement stage is proposed to localize the 
most precise WMH. In parallel, the automated performance and manual 
delineation for WMH identification is validated to determine the degree 
of similarity between both the methods. In addition, this research also 
proposes to classify the WMH severity based on the features of segmented 
WMH. In the WMH classification stage, the research considered two types 
of WMH features of volume and intensities to classify the severity. Finally, 
a software system that utilized the best of above mentioned methods is 
proposed to perform the automated WMH detection. Overall, the software 
provides good ability in identifying and classifying various loads of WMH. 
The software managed to achieve high capability to automatically identify 
WMH loads as closed as the manually delineated WMH by radiologist 
with more than 70% correlation. The software also showed high sensitivity 
on detection WMH given by TPR and PPV of 77% and 75% respectively. 
These findings suggest the potential use of this software as aided tool for 
radiologist in detecting WMH, especially to predict patients with higher 
risk of several chronic diseases. 
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